PHOTO WORKSHOPS
Don’t miss out on the opportunity to learn more about the sky at night and improve your photo skills
with our own world-acclaimed astrophotographer and Aurora guide, Adrien Mauduit.

NIGHT TIME PHOTOGRAPHY WORKSHOP
ALL LEVELS
The night time photography workshops is our
most popular service. You will learn the basics
of astrophotography, our guide Adrien Maudult’s
specialty, while sitting comfortably in our lounge.

NIGHT TIME PHOTOGRAPHY WORKSHOP
AROUND SENJA
ADVANCED
Our guide, Adrien Maudult, will guide on a
night photography journey around the amazing island of Senja. You will visit the most
photogenic places away from light pollution.

NORTH STAR PHOTOGRAPHY SELFIE
ALL GUESTS
Whether you own a camera or not, we offer
photography services anytime while you are
at the observatory or during a workshop. You
can ask our guide Adrien for a personalized
“aurorafie”, a selfie under the Northern Lights
taken with the best astrophotography gear on
the market.

ASTROPHOTOGRAPHY POST-PROCESSING
WORKSHOP
ALL LEVELS
To bring out the magic in the picture, the post
processing of an astrophoto is just as important as the shooting. Adrien will guide you
through some clever techniques to get the
best results possible. This workshop includes
editing pictures of the Aurora and the Milky
Way with beautiful colours and stunning details.

DAYTIME WORKSHOPS
We mainly focus on nighttime workshops and tutorials. If bigger groups want a photography workshop
during the daytime, feel free to send a request and we will look up if we have any time for a session
during your stay.

DAYTIME PHOTOGRAPHY WORKSHOP
ALL LEVELS
Whether you would like to learn the basics of
photography in general or to further improve
your skills, our guide Adrien offers photography workshops at the observatory on
request.

DAYTIME PHOTOGRAPHY WORKSHOP
AROUND SENJA
LEVEL: Medium - Advanced
Our guide Adrien will take you around the
amazing island of Senja. You will visit the most
photogenic places, and learn how to use the
incredible light to get the best compositions in
every situation.

PHOTOGRAPHERS
Adrien Mauduit
GUIDE / PHOTOGRAPHER
Adrien is our own Aurora guide, professional
astrophotographer and science communicator. He is born in France and speaks no less
than four languages - French, English, Danish
and Norwegian.
Adrien has a scientific background that he
has decided to combine with art. He is one of
the world’s best astrophotographers and has
traveled far and wide to capture the beauty of
the sky.

Anders Hanssen
Owner North Star Boutique Hotel / Aurora
Borealis Observatory
Anders Hanssen is the owner of the North Star
Boutique Hotel / Aurora Borealis Observatory.
He also owns the social media network “Aurora
Borealis Observatory - Visit Senja”. Anders is a
passionate photographer who specialises in
providing images and film of natural events
like the Aurora Borealis.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT WORKSHOPS, VISIT:
WWW.VISITSENJA.LIVE/PHOTOWORKSHOPS/

